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Abstract: This paper describes how integrated public transport system was already 
implemented in Hungary. The integrated public transport system organiser 
in Budapest agglomeration and its activity is shortly introduced. Integration 
of public transport system on service, tariff and information level is 
analysed in examples of Budapest Transport Association.  
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1. Introduction 
Subsystems of public passenger transport system do not need to compete each other but 
they need to cooperate, to  

• supply competitive alternative solution against private car usage to receive new 
passengers who can choose both motorised modes of transport;  

• furthermore persons without having car over waking distance satisfy their 
movement needs.  

Other words: using synergies from cooperation of public passenger transport 
subsystems to be reached higher level system operation that they realize these two 
objectives.  

Integration can be on different level of the public transport system which is described 
in this paper:  

• service level  
o between different modes 
o between local and regional services 

• tariff level 
• information level 

The realisation of above mentioned things can fulfil transport policy goal reserving 
existing modal split or in some case increasing modal split in favour of public transport 
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in passenger transport system in order to save as a heritage an environmentally, socially 
and economically sustainable transport system for our children.  

Transport association is an organisation of realisation of integrated public passenger 
transport system. Transport association is a voluntary cooperation of service providers 
or competent authorities or both in order to harmonise local (urban) and regional 
(suburban) transport tasks. Integration of public passenger transport system is 
introduced with realised or prepared solutions in frame of Budapest Transport 
Association alone inland example of creation of transport association. 

2. Short introduction of Budapest Transport Association 
After one and half decades of preparation Budapest Transport Association (BKSZ) was 
founded in 2005 by Ministry of Transport, Municipality of Capital City Budapest and 
Municipality of Pest county.  

The 7,600 km2 area of BKSZ consist of 193 settlements with 3.2 million citizens in 
the Budapest agglomeration.  

The main objective of BKSZ is to harmonize and develop public transportation in 
Budapest and the surrounding areas and to improve the image of these services.  

On the area of BKSZ, integrated public transport services are provided by the 
Budapest local transport company (BKV), the Hungarian state personal transport 
railway (MÁV-START, subsidiary of Hungarian State Railway) and several regional 
bus companies (main regional bus operator: Volánbusz).  

First measure of BKSZ was to introduce the Budapest Combined Pass, a season ticket 
valid for all transport services within the boundaries of Budapest. This monthly ticket 
was launched in September 2005, to be followed by the year through version on 1 
January 2006. The price of the Budapest Combined Pass was 10 % higher than that of 
the regular local pass. The new season ticket type was valid on the services of all 
aforementioned service providers in Budapest. Actually, this was a service extension for 
local passengers and a fare reduction for commuters as they only had to buy regional 
passes and tickets for shorter distances outside Budapest to the city boundary). This of 
course led to revenue losses for the regional operators and generated compensation 
payment obligations for the competent authorities. In January 2009, the Budapest Pass 
was launched. It is actually the upgrading of local passes to match the coverage of the 
Budapest Combined Pass. Now all local passes are valid on all services inside Budapest.  

In 2011 owners of Budapest Transport Associations organiser decided to liquidate of 
existing company and organise the public passenger transport integration in frame of 
other companies and organisations in the future.  
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3. Public transport service integration  

3.1. Rail and road service integration  

Aim of BKSZ is to integrate rail and road public transport services in Budapest and its 
suburbs. In 2007 and 2008 BKSZ was in charge of elaboration of Budapest Regional 
Rail Study and Budapest Transport Development Master Plan by the competent 
authorities (Ministry of Transport and Municipality of Budapest Capital) In both basic 
development plans rapid rail (in German: S-bahn) network planned on the existing 
heavy rail network is the backbone of regional public transport system. According to 
this plans road based public transport services will be connecting to rapid rail network at 
intermodal nodes.  

 
Figure 1. Local bus services connecting to railway lines in Budapest 

In some cases rail and road public transport service connections are already working or 
will be working in near future (see Figure 1). In some outer district of Budapest local 
bus lines were already connected to suburban rail services of MÁV-START e.g. at 
railway station opened in 2007 near Airport Ferihegy terminal 1. In XVII district of 
Budapest between 2 railway lines going to Keleti railway terminus a connecting local 
bus line will open after construction of bus loops at railway stations.  

In intermodal nodes P+R facilities also will be constructed. At 6 rail stations situated 
in outer districts of Budapest and 13 settlements in suburb P+R and B+R facilities and 
in some cases also bus loops will be constructed until 2010 using EU founds.  

3.2. Local and regional service level integration  

Aim of BKSZ is to integrate local and regional services in Budapest. It means that 
beyond rail and road service integration objective of BKSZ is to harmonise schedules of 
parallel local and regional bus services on radial routes in Budapest.  
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Regional bus lines cross the capital border in 24 places, and go on 20 radial routes 
towards a terminus (see Figure 2). On most routes there are also parallel local lines. On 
some of these routes the regional services have the same or bigger frequencies in peak 
hours than the local ones. On these routes the offered parallel capacities and schedules 
need to be harmonised to reach more efficiency and to save public money.  

 
Figure 2. Regional bus and railway lines in Budapest 

4. Tariff integration  
Before existing and proposed integrated tariff system of BKSZ will be described, let us 
know the classification of public passenger transport tariff systems. After studying 
different tariff systems in Europe seven main categories are identified which are 
summarised in the following list [1]  

• Grouping of service access points (stops, stations transfer points),  
• Algorithm of tariff calculation,  
• Spatial limit of ticket validity,  
• Time limit of ticket validity,  
• Personal validity of ticket,  
• Volume discounts,  
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• Travel discounts,  
• Technical solutions.  

Existing local and regional (interurban) tariff systems in Hungary are different from 
each other according to above mentioned categories. The BKSZ tariff integration 
introduced in 2005 and extended in 2009 consist of local season passes only.  

Budapest local tariff is a one zone flat fee tariff which is extended on some suburban 
bus lines operated by BKV on two additional zones around Budapest. Single tickets and 
season tickets without photo pass are valid only on local services. Since 2009 all season 
tickets with photo pass are valid also on suburban services of national railway and on 
regional bus services within Budapest.  

Existing regional tariff in Hungary is a so called “changing km-based calculated 
tariff” calculated from starting stop to end stop until 50 km in 5 km steps until 100 km 
in 10 km steps. Since 2007 tariff level per km is same on rail and road services. There 
are transfer tickets only on services of national railway lines and season transfer tickets 
on regional bus services. There are no single transfer tickets between rail and bus 
services and on different regional bus lines. If traveller has a Budapest Pass, he or she 
needs to buy a cheaper regional ticket valid only outside Budapest on a shorter length.  

Travel discounts (concessionary fares) are different on local and regional services 
regulated by mainly governmental partly municipal degrees.  

Proposed BKSZ integrated tariff need to  

• be transparent, easy to understand,  
• attract more passengers to public transport,  
• be valid on both local and regional services with same discounts,  
• help rail and road service integration,  
• be proportional with usage,  
• be extendable,  
• ensure adequate incomes,  
• giving adequate usage statistics.  

BKSZ integrated regional tariff fulfils above mentioned conditions with difficulties. 
In the proposal of integrated regional tariff elaborated by an expert group of BKSZ [4], 
there are three versions of further extension of tariff integration (see Table 1).  

Competent authorities did still not decide on the proposal.  
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Table 1. Proposals of integrated regional tariff system 

• existing “changing km-based 
calculated tariff” extending between 
rail and road modes in case of season 
tickets  

 
 
 
 
  

• introduction of 5 km broad tariff 
zones  

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

• introduction of tariff zones by 
settlements and km based calculated 
tariff between zones like VVNB tariff 
zone system.  

 
 

  

5. Developing an integrated passenger information system 
The development of an integrated public passenger transport system in frame of a 
transport association also needs to elaborate an integrated passenger information 
system. This means unified information thorough the whole route from door to door.  

In BKSZ area following steps need to be realised for an integrated passenger 
information system [5]:  

1. Harmonisation of station and stop names  
1.1. Harmonising bus stop names at transfer points with railway station names 
1.2. Harmonising regional bus stop names with local bus stop names in Budapest 

2. Better regional bus stop information  
3. Introduction of numbering of regional services 
4. Better information of connecting services  

4.1. Onboard information on local services  
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4.1.1. Route maps with connecting services (also regional) 
4.1.2. Audio information on connecting services (also regional) 

4.2. Online intermodal travel planner  

 
Figure 3. The regional bus numbering sectors 

Regional bus numbering from sector to sector around Budapest started in August 2007 
as well as harmonisation of local and regional bus stop names in Budapest and 
development of regional bus stop information. Until 2009 on almost all incoming routes 
in Budapest numbered regional busses are in operation (see Figure 3). Parallel to bus 
line numbering stop names were unified and bus stop schedule information was 
developed. The suburban railway lines will be numbered soon.  

 
Figure 4. Local service map showing regional connections [2] 

In 2008 Budapest local schedules were significantly changed. Since introduction of new 
schedules connecting services are signed on onboard route maps and indicated by voice 
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(see Figure 4). Also local service (bus or tram) stop names changed near railway 
stations to harmonise each other.  

Railway operator regional bus services and local operator have own travel planner 
offering own transport services. Development of a prepared online local and regional 
intermodal travel planner in the BKSZ area is still not in operation because different 
reasons.  
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